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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK:   This Is How Our World Ends…By Peter West and Arnis Luks
This is the way the world ends...This is the way the world ends...
This is the way the world ends...Not with a bang but a whimper.

T. S. Eliot, “The Hollow Men,” (1925)
     Mrs. Vera West is too distressed to write her usual column. She really believed that “Christian Australia” would 
arise, one last time. 
CURRENT SUMMARY
     Let’s just think this through a bit, accepting that there was probably a lot of vote diddling, but the No side was 
too slow to jump on this when it occurred. 
     So, the vast majority of Australians are supporting the undermining of an institution as old as humanity itself. 
The vast majority of Australians openly accept cultural Marxism. Don’t tell me otherwise, for the arguments 
opposing this were out there, even though the No side did not get a fair hearing. 
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
     Wallace Klink, writing in On Target, 10 November, 2017 summed it all up concisely, and his words are well 
worth repeating again:

“The more blatant recent militant effort to establish homosexuality, transgenderism, etc. as the new norm for 
society, of which the larger part is to be bullied by legal and administrative harassment should they prefer to 
distance themselves from this anomaly, has a sinister pedigree and far-reaching implications.  It derives from 
communist revolutionary ideology promoted by organizations such as the ultra radical Marxist Frankfurt School 
which has, while the somnolent masses were sleeping, for decades been insinuating into the educational system 
its corrosive ideas and influence, so as to shape the thinking of a whole generation of young people without 
them even suspecting what was being done to condition their minds. 
The Western Nations, were considered to be incapable of making a Revolution for themselves, so it was 
decided to do it for them by subversive social transformation, i.e., Cultural Marxism.  The Frankfurt School was 
dedicated to the utter destruction of ‘exploitative bourgeois capitalist society’. This involved establishment of a 
rigidly egalitarian or equalitarian social order—something which obviously could be attempted only by force, 
administered via the State. The Frankfurt ideologues and strategists envisaged a world of imposed ‘equality’ as 
a general foundational principle. Men and women were to become ‘equal’ and to this end the family would have 
to be destroyed as the greatest obstacle to their policy. Marriage itself, with its implied values of ‘fidelity’ had 
therefore to be eliminated and children were to be raised by the State which would indoctrinate them without 
‘corrupting bourgeois’ parental opposition or influence. Such was (is) the ‘Brave New World’ envisaged by the 
Frankfurt School, erected upon the new Religion of Equality. 
Never mind that such a world would be founded on envy and create social and economic stasis, which universal 
equality by its intrinsic nature inevitably would produce—even if it were possible—which, of course, being 
an abstract Utopian conception it is not.  Communism professes to be scientific materialism—founded on pure 
reason, unimpeded by ‘irrational bourgeois sentimentality’. 
This cold-blooded dogma permitted their fanatical leaders and indoctrinated followers to liquidate something in 
the order of one-hundred millions of innocent non-conformists and recalcitrants over the past century. When the 
new generation of radical legalists and bureaucrats come for your children,   (continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)  do not be surprised and do not 
expect any accommodation or mercy. The process is 
already well under way.” - (Wallace Klinck)

     Yes, the people are easily deceived, but so what, that 
is a constant.  It will always be the thinking and active 
minority that moves things forward or restores ‘order’  
from chaos.
Citizens Initiative Referenda and Recall (CIR)
     This is dumocracy. All of those old salt Freedom 
Movement types basing their life essence on ‘We, the 
People’, (e.g. CIR), need to think again, because we 
really are dealing with sheeple here. The problem now is 
‘we the people’, and dysgenics:
https://www.amazon.com/
Dysgenics-Deterioration-Populations-Evolution-Intelligence/dp/0275949176 

     We would not have anticipated that they would 
achieve all of their ‘cultural war’ changes 50 years ago, 
so what will they achieve now, given that their ultimate 
goal is to wipe traditionalists out, and the momentum 
now is almost unstoppable. After all, in the more 
advanced US, it has already come to blood. 
     The major parties will be fired up for rounds of new 
anti-discrimination and politically correct legislation, and 
it may get in. Anyone who even agreed with anti-regime 
thought will be marched off to re-education camps, 
although Australian society today, as one On Target 
article put it, already is one.  Ok, cross out ‘democracy’, 
it may become ashes.
     What about the churches and other religions, at least 
Christianity?  The churches, long ago permeated by 
cultural Marxism could have REALLY fought this and 
battled feminism in the 1960s, but they did not, merely 
accommodating it, as they are again ‘supping with the 
devil’ over the plebiscite outcome.  Many Protestant 
churches openly supported the Yes campaign.  Christians 
make up 52 percent of the Australian population, and the 
greater majority of the Australian population are over 18.  
Hence a sizable percent of Christians must have voted 
Yes, with the Social Justice Warrior set. God-fearing 
Bible-believing Christians need to worship with family 
and friends in home churches, just as the early Christians 
did. Let the corrupt institutions atrophy.  
     The Yes vote would be even higher if not for 
Australia’s multicult mix, proved by multicult NSW 
having the highest No vote for any state, of 42 percent. 
     While the progressives on the Yes side proclaim this 
as a victory for human rights, their human rights are 
culturally relative.  Declining white populations and 
rising Muslim ones will reverse their world, as is already 
happening in Europe, especially Sweden:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jun/21/gay-lgbt-muslim-countries-middle-east

     This is what it must have felt like to be at the end of 
the Roman Empire. But, can we really say that we do not 
deserve this fate?

     There is thus no Australian society any more, nothing 
common binding us, just a corporate state armed with 
guns promoting resource consumption.  No history, no 
tradition.  Nothing.  You will see Australia Day go next, 
then ANZAC DAY, then the flag, with merely token 
opposition from the dregs of traditional Australia.  We are 
not alone in this dispossession, for we are seeing it too in 
the US with the drive to remove historical statues. It is all 
on the time track. This also happens to be our greatest 
area for ‘works’ by which we (I) will be remembered.

‘YES’ IS NOT AN ACCEPTABLE OUTCOME
     Traditional Australians are keenly aware of the 
perilous situation we are in.  We are outnumbered, we 
are outgunned, and we are out positioned.  Our elites are 
disloyal to even the thought of who we are. Their twisted 
view of some financial/centrally controlled utopian 
technocracy of the future offers no hope to our children, 
even less to our grandchildren. 

The Regeneration ‘works’ begins with ‘I’
 I must start the regeneration from the ground up 
beginning with myself by stabilising my financial 
position so that my home base is secure.
 I must turn off the TV (the dominant form of 
brainwashing) and go through a period of intense study 
and re-learning and de-programming that will put me in 
good stead to provide information to those closest to me 
who I can trust, using all the intellectual tools available - 
Citizen Ninja, Social Dynamics, Social Credit Training.
 I must have an adequate library of quality books, 
pamphlets, audio tapes and DVDs so that those around 
me can be resourced to learn the truth. 
 I must speak openly, from a position of knowledge, of 
our rich cultural history, laws, traditions and values.
 I must speak openly against cultural Marxism and their 
outworking against our institutions.
 I must insist my representatives, at all levels of 
government, re-present my wishes to the best of their 
ability.
 I must speak only the truth and move forward, every 
step carefully chosen and deliberately taken.  
(Prof J.B.Peterson tells of the 100 lies a day that each of 
us speaks—not being honest with yourself)
 I must fearlessly engage in meaningful conversations on 
important issues at every opportunity. (Prof J.B.Peterson 
teaches how to speak to and against cultural marxists 
with their utopian ideals)
 I must stand firm against the evil powers of this day, 
(similar to the early Christians, who were put to death 
for their refusal to yield to the power of Caesar), over 
everyday lives and thoughts.
 I must trust God to fill in all those gaps that I will leave 
undone.      ***
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PATHOLOGICAL ALTRUISM OR JUST PLAIN OLD COMPETITION?  By Brian Simpson
     One of the big problems in any resistance movement, 
be it alternative finance or immigration control, is the 
lack of ability of White people to unite. Why?
     According to Brett Stevens:
http://www.amerika.org/politics/whites-do-not-unite-because-of-internal-competition/ 

the answer is internal competition, so that we struggle 
against each other without recognising our common 
interests. External threats thus become secondary.    
     Stevens thus rejects the idea of pathological altruism:
http://www.amerika.org/politics/our-problem-is-not-pathological-altruism/

“More accurately, our problem is individualism, or 
people deciding that no one can say “no” to them and 
as a result, social order, values, standards, heritage, 
religion and all other systems of order above the 
level of the individual go out the window.  From this, 
people invent altruism, because it is a way to show 
they are “good” without having to do good except in a 
symbolic role.
Think of politicians kissing babies, or public donations 
to charities. Your older brother getting you ice cream 
once to make up for all the times he pounded you flat 
in the last few weeks. Cubicle workers showing up on 
the weekend to demonstrate loyalty after screwing off 
all month. This is symbolism, which like language can 
be used to manipulate, in lieu of doing the deed the 
symbolism refers to.
In a broader sense, altruism does not exist. We help 
others because it helps us, either in anticipated future 
results or by making us feel better about life because 
our actions help it all make sense. 
When we help others, we feel important, and that we 
have perpetuated an order in which we can succeed, 
because good is rewarded independent of random 
circumstance.

Our problem with diversity is that one side — the 
fake-misfits and fake-outcasts united — wants to 
replace all semblance of social order so that they can 
rule, and parasitize what is left of civilization. 
They use virtue signaling and other forms of attention 
whoring to make themselves seem important.
Much of this arises from egalitarianism itself. When 
everyone is equal, the bar has been raised from zero 
to an arbitrary minimum, but that means that anyone 
who does not rise above that arbitrary minimum is 
forgotten. And so, people engage in stunts, drama, 
and attention whoring in order to not be forgotten. 
Virtue signaling is one form of this attention-getting 
behavior.”

     Well, some good points; perhaps altruism does not 
exist as some independent social entity. Yet, there does 
seem to be some point to the pathological altruism 
argument, even given its conceptual difficulties.  
     The behaviour that we see in say the universities, 
where some well-paid white feminist psychologist 
denounces ‘white privilege’ to their students, while on 
the street, white homeless men beg for food money, is 
hypocritical, and insincere.
     What is sociologically of interest is that this ethno-
destructive behaviour has become institutionalised and 
rewarded by the system, which is seeking passive White 
genocide.  So, even if we have doubts about altruism, 
because of the insincerity and pursuit of interests, the real 
importance of the behaviour is the pathological aspect. 
     Without question, there is something profoundly 
diseased here.  How did this happen?  Who spread the 
bugs? These are the questions to be asked and answered. 
       ***

COMMUNISM RIDES AGAIN, AND AGAIN By Michael Ferguson
     It seems that our battles are eternal and fought every 
generation, over and over again.  I bet that you thought 
that communism was dead, maybe not cultural Marxism, 
which rules the universities, but at least the communism 
of say the Russian revolution 1917 style? Think again:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-11-11-millennials-are-being-
brainwashed-to-oppose-capitalism-and-support-communism.html 

“Despite the fact that capitalism has lifted more people 
out of poverty than any other economic system ever 
created by man, millennials apparently want socialism 
or communism instead.
According to a recent study conducted by Victims 
of Communism Memorial Fund-YouGov, 44 percent 
of millennials say that they would rather live in a 
socialist country than a country that embraces free 
market capitalism, and an additional seven percent 
say they prefer to live under communism. This means 
that more than half of today’s youth would rather live 
under socialism or communism instead of capitalism, 

a clear sign that the upcoming generation is becoming 
increasingly detached from America’s roots.
As if this wasn’t bad enough, 23 percent of Americans 
between the ages of 21 and 29 consider Soviet dictator 
Joseph Stalin to be a “hero,” 26 percent believe 
Vladimir Lenin was a hero, and 23 percent feel that 
Kim Jong Un of North Korea is a hero. Additionally, 
“Millennials also named Karl Marx (18 percent), Che 
Guevara (26 percent), Vladimir Lenin (17 percent), 
Mao Zedong (16 percent), and Nicolas Maduro (12 
percent) as a personal hero, hero for their country, or 
hero to the world.”

     In a press release, Victims of Communism executive 
director Marion Smith explained what the results of the 
survey mean for American society:

“Millennials are increasingly turning away from 
capitalism and toward socialism and even communism 
as a viable alternative.    (continued on next page)
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     Once upon a time Australia was attractive to 
processing, refining and manufacturing industries using 
our abundant mineral and food resources, our reliable 
low-cost coal-fired electricity and a workforce trained in 
technical skills.  No longer. 
     Australia used to have 11 oil refineries, spread around 
the country. There are just 4 left, all over fifty years old, 
and all in danger of closing down. Green barriers to oil 
exploration have forced most of them to rely on costly 
imported crude oil.
     Now, for the first time in at least 60 years Australia no 
longer produces motor vehicles.
     China and India have about 430 coal power plants 
under construction but Australia has not built a 
single coal-fired power station for seven years - some 
politicians even rejoice when they manage to close and 
demolish one.
     Brisbane’s new trains are being made in India, Victa 
mowers are made in China and most coastal shipping 
died decades ago. Steel works and refineries producing 
aluminium, copper and zinc are under stress. All these 
industries are being pushed overseas by costly unreliable 
electricity and other government barriers and burdens.
     Red-green policies being pushed by all major parties 
are making Australia more dependent on bolted-down 
industries such as mining and farming that can’t be sent 
overseas because their basic resources are here.  
     And green opposition to nuclear power increases 
Aussie reliance on coal.
     A century ago Australians relied on wool, wheat, gold, 
silver, copper, lead-zinc, butter, beef and timber – all 
products of bolted-down industries.  Red-green policies 
are pushing us back to those days. Politicians need to 
remember Newton’s Law of Bureaucracy – whenever 
the government tries to use the force of law to achieve 
economic goals, the long term results will be equal and 
opposite to those intended.
   So in the long run, red-green energy and environmental 
policies will make us more dependent on the industries 
they now attack – mining, farming, forestry and fishing. 
      ***

BACK TO BOLTED-DOWN INDUSTRIES  
by Viv Forbes

TARGET FOR THE WEEK
     The Prime Minister has claimed ‘any additional 
rules to protect the freedom of those who wish to avoid 
participation in SSM marriages or celebrations’ will 
never pass Parliament. Well, despite his claim, it is now 
up to us to remind the PM and our own Member of 
Parliament that the four of every ten Australians who 
voted NO must also be recognised. 
     Many in that category are ‘conscientious objectors’ 
when it comes to SSM. Whether they be bakers, clothing 
hirers, priests, venue providers etcetera; they deserve the 
freedom to opt out without offending any law. 
     Request your MP to ensure the SSM legislation 
offers such protection. The legislation will be rushed 
through Parliament before the recess in December so it is 
absolutely important to contact your MP today. 
    A brief letter or phone call to their office is all that is 
needed. - ND

(continued from previous page)  This troubling turn highlights 
widespread historical illiteracy in American society 
regarding socialism and the systemic failure of our 
education system to teach students about the genocide, 
destruction, and misery caused by communism since 
the Bolshevik Revolution one hundred years ago”.

     On Australian university campuses one can see many 
posters celebrating old school communism by socialist 
groups who champion same sex marriage, refugees, anti-
racism, and every politically correct cause under the sun.  
It is disturbing because humans never seem to learn from 
history, and repeat the same mistakes again and again.  
       ***
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